Media buying is one of the most challenging and demanding aspects of online marketing. While on the surface, media buying may
seem as simple as purchasing ads, what goes on behind the scenes ensures your campaigns meet your goals and bring you a
solid ROI.

Get a dedicated media buyer on your side with eBridge
Successful media buying involves a variety of variables that together create a profitable campaign. It’s a time consuming process
that requires quick turnaround and plenty of research. Why not take the burden off your team and let eBridge manage your online
media buys?
What eBridge’s media buying services offer you:
• Our professional media buyers know the ins and outs of the industry. They know what to look for. Who to contact. How to negotiate
rates. Which publishers offer the best value. Inexperience can be very costly.
• Our process involves getting a clear understanding of your business goals. Armed with this knowledge, we can make highly
targeted media buys that are the perfect fit for what you want to achieve.
• Large advertising campaigns involve a mind-boggling array of details and require careful administration to ensure that media
contracts are fulfilled and meet expectations. With our team handling your buys, nothing will slip through the cracks.
• Online campaigns need to be closely monitored. If goals aren’t being met, changes must be made in a timely fashion to capitalize
on opportunities. Our media buyers are adept at dealing with the fast-paced nature of online campaigns and have the expertise
needed to make quick and informed decisions.
• Dealing with various different media outlets eats up a considerable amount of time and resources. Let our team handle the
communication, and enjoy the ease of having one point of contact for your online campaigns.
If your team lacks media buying expertise, eBridge is ready to step in and drive your online advertising success.

About eBridge
eBridge marketing solutions has been helping technology companies achieve their internet marketing goals since 2001. Our awardwinning team has built a strong reputation for delivering strategic campaigns with excellent results. We’re committed to providing you
with innovative and high value solutions.
Contact us today to find our how ebridge can help your organization succeed online.
604-731-5530 info@ebridgemarketingsolutions.com
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